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Clever alternative – 
Increased security for multi-occupation dwellings.
AV3OR with convenience function
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autoLock AV3OR -  
keyless instant locking  
of the external door for increased 
security
In order to stop intruders, residents in multi-occupation dwellings are contractu-

ally obligated to lock the building door with a key at night. However, the Frankfurt  

Regional Court held that this practice is too dangerous, because panic could spread 

in the event of a fire and the people fleeing the building could face a deadly obsta-

cle if they forget the key. According to a ruling by the Regional Court of Frankfurt 

am Main, Az.: 2-13 S 127/12, external doors may no longer be locked, regardless of 

whether these doors are marked as an escape route.

Suitable solutions

Winkhaus provides precise solutions. They demonstrate that intrusion and fire  

protection at the building door can go hand in hand. The extensive assortment  

includes a special range of anti-panic and emergency exit door locking systems.

These locks meet the widest range of requirements in public and private build-

ings. Therefore, you also ‘err on the side’ of caution. These panicLock systems are  

tested, safely lock the door and can be opened from the inside without a  

key at any time with the door handle.

Convenient equipment

For multi-occupation dwellings with no explicit panic or escape door require-

ment, Winkhaus offers a further low-cost solution – autolock AV3OR. The 

autoLock AV30R systems safely lock the door and can be opened from the  

inside without a key at any time with the door handle via the convenience function. 

This locking system can also be used optionally with the practical daytime latch 

function. Much like a conventional door handle, this function enables the door to be 

opened for a short period of time, for instance when the user has their hands full of 

shopping bags. 

External doors in multi-occupation dwellings are particularly convenient if they 

are equipped with a motorised version of the Winkhaus blueMatic EAV3OR securi-

ty door lock. These doors can also be opened without a key from the inside at all 

times. A motor draws back the hook and the latch. From outside, the door can be 

controlled via remote control, fingerprint or other systems, for example. The blueMatic  

EAV3OR electronic automatic locking system can optionally include a control for 

swing door drive units to open the door sash – an ideal function for larger systems 

with high traffic, for example.

Overview of advantages

+ Automatic locking by means of magnet technology

+ Improved security thanks to 2 locked hooks

+ Improved seal via two independent sealing elements

+ Easy unlocking via handle or locking cylinder

+ Compatible with other Winkhaus products

+ Daytime latch for daytime function can be retrofitted easily in the keep
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